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Abstract
Wireless communication devices, such as

cellular phones and personal digital assistant (PDA),
are becoming one of the most popular devices for
Internet access. These devices, however, brought
new human interaction issues to be addressed: the
screens are very small; consequently, the amount of
information in each screen page must be carefully
designed. Differently from Human-Computer
Interface issues, for Human-Wireless Interface, texts
are a more powerful communication medium than
images. This particular characteristic disposes a
different challenge for Internet output generation:
text planning. In this work, we studied a case where
text planning is primordial for WAP output, a
Brazili an route generation system called PorAqui.
Our goal is to send the WAP user a very short and
concise text, without loosing its comprehensibili ty
using some well -known natural language techniques.
We use a Definite Clause Grammar (DCG) to
interpret the message provided by a computer and a
Rhetoric Structure Theory and text planning to
generate the message to be sent to users.
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1. Introduction
Internet has changed the way people interact

with computer.  It has become incrementally easier
to access information and people through the net.
Even though, the web has reached a large number of
people, it is necessary to be in front of a computer to
use it.

Wireless communication devices, such as
cellular phones and personal digital assistant (PDA),
embedded with Internet access capabiliti es are a
proposal to address this availability issue. A new
layer of communication was created to allow
Internet information to be accessed through wireless
devices. Like HTTP, the Wireless Application

Protocol (WAP) is a standard protocol for
developing Internet-based applications across
different wireless network technology.

WAP made wireless applications feasible.
However, it brought new human interaction issues to
be addressed.  The narrow bandwidth is certainly
one of the most critical challenges for the success of
wireless applications. Currently the transmission
rates in wireless application range from 9.6 to 19.2
Kbps.  This very low transmission rate constraints
the type and amount of information that must be
exchanged at any given time.  By 2002, on the
upcoming third-generation (3G) wireless
technology, it is expected that the transmission rates
raise up to 2 Mbps. This improvement will certainly
make wireless applications more popular. Another
important issue for WAP application is the limited
memory and computational resources available in
WAP devices, that can be overcome, but yet not
solved.

WAP sites have been focusing on translating
from HTTP to WAP, but are not being designed
differently.  We claim that text is the main
communication medium in WAP applications.  In
order to conceive the same content in such a
constraint environment, a careful text planning must
take place.  We are not talking about telegraphic
message, but a concise and precise one.  The
message maybe spoken, but definitely needs to be
written to let users take a moment to perceive what
is being transmitted.

In this paper, we discuss an application that took
benefit from text generation procedures.  We use a
Definite Clause Grammar (DCG) to interpret the
message provided by a computer and a Rhetoric
Structure Theory and text planning to generate the
message to be sent to users.

2. WAP Technology
Across many markets and technologies, the

Internet has created a latent demand for common
standards.



 

Figure 1: WAP communication model.

The Wireless Application Protocol (WAP) was
developed by the WAP Forum to answer this
demand [8]. It is a standard protocol for developing
applications over wireless communication networks.
The basic idea behind the standard WAP protocol is
to create a global specification that works across
different wireless network technology types.

WAP does not provide a new infrastructure
standard, but is completely based on well-known
Internet standards, avoiding the harmful cost of re-
educating end-users and developers. Wireless
networks and phones, however, have specific needs
and requirements not addressed by existing Internet
technologies. The wireless environment presents
unique constraints like: limited memory and
computational resources, low-bandwidth and high-
latency network, one-finger navigation, and very
small screens.

Internet standards such as HTML, HTTP, TLS,
and TCP are inefficient on this environment:

- HTML contents are difficult to be eff iciently
displayed on small screens;

- HTTP sends its headers and commands in an
ineff icient text format instead of compressed
binary;

- TCP spends time dealing with out-of-order
incoming packets;

- TLS security standard exchanges too many
client/server messages for a high-latency and
low-bandwidth network.

The WAP standard protocol has been developed
keeping Internet standards in mind, but overcoming
these problems.

- It uses lightweight markup language similar to
HTML, called WML that makes optimum use
of small screens and allows easy navigation
with one hand. It also includes a buil t-in
scalabili ty from two-line text displays to the full
graphic screens on smart phones and
communicators.

- It utili zes binary transmission with greater
compression of data. WAP sessions cope with
intermittent coverage and can operate over a
wide variety of wireless transports using IP
where possible, and other optimized protocols
where IP is impossible.

- It permits only one packet stream order: the one
formed as the packets generate, simplifying
many parts of TCP/IP.

2.1. The WAP Protocol Architecture

The WAP protocol architecture is based on
WWW programming model, yet optimized to suit
the characteristics of a mobile network [9]. A typical
WAP communication model is shown in Figure 1.
There is a facili ty, called Gateway, between the
WAP client and the Internet server (commonly a
WWW server). Communication takes place between
the WAP protocol set in the Gateway and the
Internet standard well-known protocol set in the
server. The Gateway is used to translate requests
from the WAP protocol to the WWW protocol, and
to compact the data, reducing the amount of data
sent over the wireless network.

The WAP protocol was designed on a very open
and layered fashion to provide scalabili ty and
flexibili ty. As we can see from Figure 2, the protocol
is divided in five different layers:

Application Layer (WEA) – The Wireless
Environment Application is a general purpose
application environment that includes a micro-
browser environment with WML; WMLScrip;
telephony services and programming called Wireless
Telephony Application (WTA); and a set of well-
defined data-formats.

Session Layer (WSP) – The Wireless Session
Protocol provides WEA with two session services, a
connection-oriented and a connectionless session.

Transaction Layer (WTP) – The Wireless
Transaction Protocol is a lightweight transaction-
oriented protocol (very suitable for “ thin” clients
like mobile stations).

Security Layer (WTLS) – The Wireless
Transport Layer Security is based on industry-
standard Transport Security Layer with some
optimizations to handle the low-bandwidth wireless
networks. It provides data integrity, privacy,
authentication and denial-of-service protection.

Transport Layer (WDP) – The Wireless
Datagram Protocol operates above the data
supported by the network. This layer provides a
consistent service to the other layers and allows
communication transparency.



Figure 2: WAP protocol architecture

3. PorAqui: A route generation
system for Brazilian cities

The PorAqui system was developed to guide
people to their destination in Brazili an cities,
wherever they happen to be, whatever their mode of
transport, and in the fastest possible time. Among its
functionaliti es, the most important one is providing
the user the optimum route between two predefined
points. This functionality helps the users to reach a
particular address, plan a journey and manage their
time.

The itinerary provided by PorAqui can be
displayed in two different ways, maps and texts. A
map contains visual information about the route and
the text explains in words what to do to reach the
destination. Both kinds of answers are very useful to
the Internet user. However, when a WAP device
makes the itinerary request, a map may not be a
useful answer.

The very small screen size of a WAP device
(principally when considering cellular phones) turns
it very difficult to visualize and comprehend the
itinerary generated by the system, as we can see
from Figure 3.

Figure 3: An example of a map seen by a mobile
phone screen.

So, for WAP devices, PorAqui sends the answer
only in text mode. Even for text answers, the small-
sized screen of mobile phones becomes an obstacle
for the generation of the answer. For example, if the
route found by PorAqui includes nine different
streets, a text explaining the route would be
something like:

Leaving Tiradentes street, turn left into
São Sebastião Street and left again into
Andrade Neves street. Go along in this road
as far as Bonelli Market, and turn right at
the 4th traffic light into Conceição Street. At
the 2nd traffic light, attention!  Go ahead
into Men de Sá Street. Go past
Carimbos&Arts and turn right at the 3rd

traffic light into São João Street. Continue
towards Washington Luiz Avenue and
attention! After Casa&Vídeo, take the
rightest street turning into Jansen de Mello
Avenue. Go past Praça da Paz and turn left
into Castelo Branco street at the 2nd traffic
light. There is the address you are looking
for.

Figure 4: An example of a route text.

This text displayed on a mobile phone screen
would take about 33 lines, which would be unuseful
to the user anyway. Therefore, even the text answer
has to have a special treatment by the system to be
displayed on a WAP device.

The most common text treatment done for WAP
devices are: abbreviation of words and telegraphic
techniques. Although these techniques reduce the
size of the text displayed, they may not generate a
readable and comprehensive text. In this work, we
advocate that WAP devices require very small and
comprehensive text. This is accomplished by
planning the text generation [7]. Using some well-
known natural language techniques that we will
explain in the next sections.



Figure 5: Text generation process.

 4. Natural Language Generation
A dialogue considers the existence of at least two

agents.  Each agent sends to the others a message.
The message is processed by all dialogue
participants and may cause an action or a reply from
another agent. Consequently, text interpretation and
generation take place.  Clearly the system needs to
be more oriented towards natural language
processing and knowledge representation in order to
implement a useful dialogue between the system and
a WAP user. The goal is to create a readable and
coherent text for a specific user [1][2]. User
modeling and discourse structure must be addressed.

WAP users are very difficult to be modeled
because the cheap price of cellular phones is making
this technology available to almost everyone.
Consequently, we model for simplicity, so instead of
sophisticated text, we head for concise (but not
telegraphic); and short (but precise).

In automatic text generation, a computer
automatically creates natural language, e.g. English,
Chinese, or Greek, from a computational
representation . The text generation process includes
two important stages (as illustrated in Figure 5):

- Defining what to say; and

- Selecting syntactic structures and the words to
realize the utterance to be said; i.e. defining how
to say.

We used Definite Clause Grammars to define
what to say followed by answer schemas to plan
how to say the message.

5. DCGs for PorAqui Routing
Message

Definite Clause Grammars (DCGs) are a very
popular mechanism to build natural language parsers
[3][5][6]. A DCG implements a context-free
language. DCGs use production rules that describe
how to construct complex objects from simpler ones
(and conversely how to break up complex things
into simpler ones).  A production rule contains two
parts: the head and the body. The head contains only
a single non-terminal, while the body contains a set
of terminal and non-terminal units. Here is a simple
example.

Sentence � � � � � � � � � � 	 
 � � 
 �  � � � � � 	 
 �
Noun_phrase � � � � � � � �
Noun_phrase � � � � � � � � �  
Verb_phrase ! " # � $ % & � ' & ( ) * � � + #  
Verb ! , - . / 0 1 2 3

In our setting, the PorAqui system receives a
query that triggers its routing system to produce an
answer.  The raw data produced is a set of road
segments.  Each road segment contains useful
descriptions, such as the complexity of the segment,
direction to go on an intersection, one-way road,
main street, and references or marketing associated.

Although the message produced is very simple, it
must carry some attributes.  Therefore, a DCG is not
enough.  We decided to use an Augmented DCG
that, in addition to looking at the tokens relative
position, would also look at the attributes of each
token, such as:

Sentence (Type, Number) 4
Noun_Phrase(Number), Verb_Phrase(Type,
Number)

where Number and Type are tokenś  attributes
defining the syntax idiosyncrasies, such as singular
or plural and verb transitivity.  Attributes allow
defining the grammar in a more concise manner; i.e.,
in an intensive rather than extensive way.

We divided the production rules in seven sets, as
described below. In order to understand the rules, it
is necessary to describe some terms used in the
example rules.  A Simple Segment is a road quarter
that connects with only one other road quarter.  A
Complex Segment is a road quarter that connects
with more than one segment, such as in bifurcations
or crossings. Direction holds the information on how
a segment connects to other segment (turning left,
right or going ahead).

1.  Reduction Rules: rules to eliminate segments
that do not damage understanding.  In the
routing domain, segments of the same road or of
secondary paths can be eliminated.

Reduc_Segmenti (segmenti,counter+1) 4
SimpleSegmenti   SimpleSegmenti+1
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2. Direction Rules: rules to indicate the direction
in intersection, such as: go ahead, turn right,
turn left, turn slightly left, turn left on Second
Street between First and Third Streets.

Dir_Segmenti (segmenti, counter+1,direction I to  j) 5
SimpleSegmenti(direction I to  j) SimpleSegmentj

3. Advertisement Inclusion Rules: rules to
include merchandize or mark points
(Adv_Segment) when needed.  For example:
Turn left after Church St John.

Adv+Segmenti(segmenti,counter+1,refi,direction I to  j)6 7 8 9 : ; < = > < ? 9 < @ A
i(refi, direction I to  j)

SimpleSegmentj

4. Advertisement Elimination Rules: rules to
exclude advertisement references.  They
consider the complexity of the segment and the
priority of the mark/advertisement.

Adv-Segmenti (segmenti,refi,direction I to  j) B
ComplexSegmenti(refi,priority_refi,direction I to  j)
SimpleSegmentj(refj, priority_refj)

5. Recursive Path Rules: rules to identify
recursive paths.  For example, recursive turn
lefts.

Recursive_Segmenti (segmenti, refi,direction i to j) B
Dir_Segment(segmenti,counter+1, direction i to j)
SimpleSegment(refi,directioi to j)

6. Initialization Rules: rules to initiate a path.  It
states the initial geographic context from which
users can follow the guidance.

Init_Segment(segment1, direction1 to j) B
Segment1(direction1 to j)
SimpleSegment(refj,direction1 to j)

7. Termination Rules: rules to indicate the target
was achieved.

Term_Segment(segmentn, refn  ) B
Segmentn-1(refn-1,directionn-1 to n)
SimpleSegment(segmentn)

6. Planning the Answer
After interpreting the type of sentence that must

be generated, it is time to plan the actual text to be
delivered.  The text planner takes the answer-parsing
tree and selects from its database the best schema to
realize the sentence [4]. The schemas contain fixed
and variable texts that will be adjusted during
execution time.

There are global schemas such as:
SimpleSentence(#trafficlights, roadi, roadj, refi, directioni C j,

two-way) D
Go along roadi

take directioni E j #trafficlights
traffic lights (roadj).

And context specific schemas that handles some
specific scenarios that may be necessary to convey
the desired meaning, such as recursive sentence
generation rules:

Recursive_Segmenti(set_of_segments,
refi,set_of_directions) F
<direction segment> on
<Roadi>,
RecursiveSegment(set_of_se
gments-1, refi,
set_of_directions-1)

Recursive_Segment0(empty set_of_segments, refi,
set_of_directions) F
Attention to sinuous road.
Turn

The above text realization schema would
generate sentences such as:  “Go along Orange
Blossom, take left second traffic light (International
Drive).” Of course, abbreviations will improve
answer size.  Using abbreviation rules we could
reduce the same sentence to “Go along Orange Bl.,
left 2nd light (Int. Dr.)” .

7. Discussion
The wireless Internet is becoming a  reali ty.

Industry estimates the number of WML pages
(capable of being accessed by WAP devices) at
more than 5 milli on. Internet-capable phones already
exceed laptops, and will pass the total number of
PCs worldwide by 2002 to number more than 500
milli on Internet enabled phones [10]. In other words,
cellular phones with its very small display and
limited user input faciliti es, will become one of the
most important devices for Internet access. So, the
“Human-Wireless device” Interface issue will be
one of the key challenges for the success of WAP
applications.

Differently from Human-Computer Interface
issues, texts are a more powerful communication
medium than images on Human-Wireless Interface
issues. This particular characteristic disposes a
different challenge for Internet output generation:
text planning.

In this work, we studied a case where text
planning is primordial for WAP output, a route
generation system. In this system, our goal is to send
the WAP user a very short and concise text
explaining the route, without losing its
comprehensibili ty. We used a well-known natural
language technique, called Definite Clause
Grammars (DCG) to gather and to break up our road
segment objects, generating new objects that carry
all the useful meanings for route explanation (like,
direction in intersection, mark indication, and so on).
After interpreting the type of sentence that must be



generated, we plan the answer by taking the answer
parser tree and selecting from its database the best
schema to realize the sentence.
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